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Abstract 
 
The social and corporate trends over five years (1996 - 
2000) in Australia clearly demonstrate the need for the 
nonprofit sector to engage in predictability forecasting to 
build viable philanthropic partnerships.  As business and 
private enterprise practices have become more common in 
the management of fundraising effectiveness, nonprofits are 
in danger of reducing the value of their cause and likewise 
the cause or need of corporate and individual donors.  Short-
term partnerships with short-term objectives do not achieve 
an outcome of sustainability.  This paper analyses the 
theories of fundraising and philanthropy in the context of the 
changing Australian environment, and proposes a value 
measurement approach to the inputs and outputs of 
nonprofit organisations.  By engaging in research, nonprofits 
are more likely to achieve productivity in fundraising and 
philanthropic practice. 
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Introduction 
 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a context of fundraising and philanthropic activity 
in Australia that provokes discourse and underlines a significant need for research in the 
field.  An analysis of trends and contemporary practice in fundraising and philanthropy 
illuminates much good work and a distillation of models that are distinctly Australian but at 
the same time reveals a lack of understanding by nonprofit managers of the need to 
gather and analyse data which can be used not only to predict future performance, but 
also to achieve productivity and sustainability in the nonprofit sector. 
 
The methodology explores models of fundraising and models of philanthropy (individual 
and corporate) and places these in the Australian environment encapsulating a trend 
analysis in fundraising and philanthropy.  The emerging themes are then analysed within 
a proposed productivity paradigm for nonprofits.  The values of the inputs are defined and 
measured to achieve the outputs and outcomes, providing effectiveness and efficiency for 
the fundraising organisation.  Through an economic and corporate model for achieving 
productivity, the tools to measure the nonprofit mission and cause are thus given a new 
meaning. 
 
In this paper fundraising and philanthropy are treated separately, with definitions, models 
and applications that describe each activity. 
 
 
Fundraising 
 
Fundraising is defined as the process of asking for funds to support needed services;1 as 
involving “mobilising commitments to organisational values and missions”;2 and as the 
enabler to gift making, by striving to match the needs of the organisation with the 
contributer’s needs and desires to give.  Fundraising focuses on the agency or 
organisation intent on raising funds.3  A study of fundraising incorporates a study of six 
underlying principles:  institutional readiness; the value and employment of human 
resources; the donor markets or segments; the vehicles, strategies and campaigns 
available for fundraising; the management function in the organisation; and the dynamic 
functions or action orientation within the organisation.4
 
  These principles are embedded in 
theories of marketing, management and psychology, and unfortunately much of the 
fundraising literature ignores the theories and focuses only on techniques, tools and 
success stories.  This has done little to advance the concept of fundraising and reduce 
negative attitudes by the public, by government bureaucrats and by corporation chief 
executives.  By incorporating theory into fundraising education, a new value is placed on 
the discourse and the practice. 
The key elements in management theory of strategic planning, leadership and motivation, 
human resource management, organisational behaviour, organisational structures, 
governance, monitoring and evaluation are critical in fundraising efficiency and 
effectiveness.  An understanding of marketing theory through consumer behaviour, 
market segmentation, marketing management, product development, relationship 
marketing, services marketing, promotional strategies and communication provides 
support for donor acquisition and reinvolvement strategies and plans.  And finally, 
theories in psychology offer direction to fundraisers in human behaviour, motivations for 
giving, decision-making and an analysis of the needs and values of individuals, and 
organisations.  In the competitive environment in which fundraisers operate, it is no longer 
sufficient for them to act on instinct and anecdotal evidence.  Nonprofits are more likely to 
achieve their goals if their fundraising managers are operating from a foundation of 
knowledge based on theory which is applied professionally. 
 
The central process in fundraising, the asking for funds to support needed services, 
involves building relationships.  This forms the basis of one of the important models in 
fundraising, the Social Exchange Model for Giving, described clearly by Joseph Mixer in 
his work, Principles of Professional Fundraising. 
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The process of giving involves a circumstance in which individual 
prospects and donors have needs and desires that can be defined as 
internal motivations and that can be activated or channelled by external 
influences.  The circumstances also include recipients – individuals or 
organisations – with desires and needs that can be met in part by gifts.  
The transactions between the givers and the recipients are triggered by 
an argument or case for support, and result in … social exchange.5
 
 
Mixer describes the process in both economic theory – grants economics and public 
benefits – and sociology theory which explores social relationships.  The model that 
follows is adapted from Mixer (source Pacific Bell 1988)6
 
 with inclusions of the principles 
and theories that inform the organisation (Agency) and the donor (Prospect). 
 
The Social Exchange Model for Fundraising 
(Adapted for this research) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This model also pre-empts an input/output model, with the organisation (Agency) 
resources and the donor (Prospect) resources influencing the gift and goal achievement.  
The quality of the organisation’s analysis of the environment (declining government 
subvention, changing role of corporate social responsibility, influence of government 
regulation and taxation, impact of technology, nature of economic and social changes, 
understanding of the role of competitors, participation in industry/non-profit sector trends); 
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institutional readiness (performance of Board, leadership, volunteers, strength of the 
case, commitment of staff, team-work, financial management and reserves); market 
analysis (databases, market research, skills, networks and prospects, relationships with 
donors, publications, public relations); and strategic planning (vision, values, mission, 
stewardship, direction, goals, objectives, strategies, plans, campaigns structures, 
resources and tools for implementation and evaluation) are directly relative to donor 
acquisition and retention.  The social exchange, which is built around relationships, 
requires a value placed on every aspect of the organisation’s performance – Board, 
leadership, planning, use of volunteers, market positioning – as well as on the number of 
donors, the size of the donations and the satisfaction of needs. 
 
In order to strengthen the case for further research and qualification of the value of the 
components in the fundraising process, it is necessary to explore the theories and models 
of philanthropy. 
 
 
Philanthropy 
 
A study of philanthropy places emphasis on the donor.  In its purist terms philanthropy is 
“voluntary action for the public good”, through association and giving,7 and is a ‘voluntary 
one way transfer of exchangeables’.8  Its complementary study with fundraising occurs 
when philanthropy is described as “a social relation of giving and getting between donors 
and recipients in which donors have needs to be fulfilled as well as resources to grant, 
and recipients have resources to give as well as needs to be met”.9  Philanthropy involves 
an understanding of theories of human behaviour.  Maslow (1954) developed a useful 
model of the hierarchy of human needs, progressing from the most basic of needs (food, 
shelter, clothing), through ascending levels (safety, belonging, self-esteem) to an apex of 
a fully realised sense of usefulness, or, as Maslow describes it, self-actualisation.10
 
 The 
human giving impulse belongs at this higher point, once basic survival needs have been 
fulfilled. 
Panas (1984) in constructing a model of personal philanthropy, identified the following 
motives for giving, in descending order of significance:11
 
 
• belief in the cause 
• memorial opportunity 
• tax incentive / credit 
• recognition / social reward 
• competition  
 
Other studies of ‘giving’ find these motivations or need statisfactions repeated, and 
varying only by the nature of the cause.  Rosenblatt, Cusson and McGowan (1986) in 
investigating donations to medical causes, identified four explanatory variables: 
involvement, severity, alleviation and predominance (the visibility of the cause among 
competing causes).  They found that these four variables mediate the importance of 
giving which in turn predicts donating behaviour.12  Mount (1996) takes the visibility 
motivation further by showing that even if the cause is not particularly visible, it may be 
“prominently lodged in some internal hierarchy of causes embraced by the donor”.13 
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The ‘donor pyramid’ crucial to successful fundraising uses a series of pyramidal models to 
define increasing donor loyalty and gift size.  From a broad base line of ‘suspects and 
prospects’, the process of gift solicitation aims to move the target donor through 
ascending levels: from ‘first time donor’, to ‘renewed/upgraded donor’, then to a ‘major gift 
donor’, a ‘capital donor’, and finally to a ‘planned gift donor’ making a substantial gift.  As 
the target amount increases, the number of donors decreases in inverse proportion. 
 
While the concept of philanthropy as a personal or individual action is readily understood 
and fairly easily defined (as an act or of deliberative generosity), the term corporate 
philanthropy is a less than useful descriptor of corporate giving.  Some would go so far as 
to state that, in a business context, where boards have obligations imposed on them by 
corporate law to create shareholder wealth, corporate philanthropy is almost an 
oxymoron.  The influential economist Milton Friedman, is well known for his views on the 
social responsibility of corporations: “There is only one social responsibility of business — 
to use its resources and engage in activities designed to increase profits.”14
 
 
There has been a movement away from the use of the term corporate philanthropy in 
recent years to a new description of ‘business giving’ as corporate social responsibility.  
Even more useful (because it is more closely analogous to the language of business 
itself) is the term corporate social investing. 
 
McGuire (1963) defined corporate social responsibility as “the idea of social 
responsibilities supposes that the corporation has not only economic and legal obligations, 
but also certain responsibilities to society which extend beyond those obligations.”15
 
 
The pyramidal model is also useful in an analysis of why corporates give.  The academic 
Carroll (1991) has developed a “pyramid of corporate social responsibility”, which is 
consistent with McGuire’s definition.  Carroll’s model envisages the obligations of 
business, in ascending order, as firstly to be profitable (its economic responsibilities), then 
to obey the law (its legal responsibilities), and then to be ethical (its ethical 
responsibilities), and finally, at the apex of its responsibilities, to be a good corporate 
citizen (its philanthropic responsibilities).16
 
  It is also worth noting that while the first two 
(or possibly three) of these rungs are mandated by law, the highest rung, that of corporate 
citizenship, is voluntary, and its adoption will depend very much on a company’s (and a 
board’s) perception of its value in the corporate environment. 
A new practical model which seeks to map a range of options of corporate giving has 
been developed  recently by Murray-Gould.17
 
  In this model, the Corporate Giving 
Continuum, business giving is proposed as a continuum between ‘social dividend’ 
philanthropy and ‘financial dividend’ philanthropy.  The variables which operate on 
decision-making in corporate giving are detailed. The model gives a broader 
understanding of corporate philanthropic activity, provides an overview of the available 
options in corporate philanthropy, enables comparisons of a business’s giving programs 
with those of competitors, and makes it possible to map the different approaches taken to 
corporate philanthropy in various business sectors.  Representative current corporate 
giving programs in Australia were analysed and the comparative advantages of different 
corporate giving options on the continuum explored. 
This model highlights a number of features of the ‘new’ corporate philanthropy paradigm 
in Australia. 
 
• Companies are moving from an untargeted approach to corporate giving — ‘no-
strings-attached’ gifts to charities — towards leveraged partnerships. 
 
• There is a changed rationale for corporate social responsibility: it is accepted as having 
the potential to be profit-generating, and as such able to be justified by boards to their 
shareholders. 
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• Some businesses are adopting a new leadership role in solving social problems. There 
is a new interest in supporting programs that ‘make a difference’ (eg youth training 
schemes, jobs creation, neighbourhood development, programs which break the 
poverty cycle).  
 
• The strategic placement of corporate philanthropy: instead of  ‘reactive’ philanthropy,  
more businesses are becoming ‘proactive’ in their giving and initiating philanthropic 
projects of their own which have a natural fit with a company’s core business.  
 
• Philanthropy is now seen as a deliberate positioning strategy to differentiate a 
company from its competitors to gain a competitive advantage.  
 
• The Federal Government in Australia is promoting three-way 
government/business/not-for-profit alliances against social problems, and rewarding 
successful corporate community partnerships by recognition vehicles designed to show 
public approval of community-oriented companies. 
 
The value which corporate boards place on corporate citizenship is mediated by their 
perspective on the global scene.  Those employed in the nonprofit sector must be familiar 
with the trends, especially the global or international trends, of how corporates do 
business in the 21st century. 
 
International context : the influence of globalisation  
 
The debate in Australia over the renewed importance of corporate philanthropic 
partnerships is occurring against a background of widespread global influences: the 
decline in government subvention in most western democracies and the winding back of 
the role of the state, a trend which leaves an increasing number of nonprofit organisations 
working in partnership with governments and the private sector; debate over the 
competing merits of ‘shareholder’ and ‘stakeholder’ models of capitalism and corporate 
entities, ideas which have gained currency through Blair’s Third Way politics in the UK. 
 
Global conglomerates like Toyota and General Motors now increasingly engage with 
groups like Greenpeace and Amnesty International because these multinationals realise 
that it is these groups, and not governments, that are the new power-brokers and agents 
of social change in an internet-connected world of rapid global communications.   
Companies like Shell and Monsanto are world leaders in the move to strong sustainability 
agendas and ‘triple bottom line’ reporting, conducting social and environmental audits, as 
well as traditional financial audits, to monitor their performance.   Enlightened managers 
of highly mobile workforces attuned to global perspectives, are becoming aware that to be 
the employer of choice for key staff, a company must pay heed, not merely lip-service, to 
its social and environmental performance, as highly mobile knowledge workers in the so-
called ‘new’ economy seek out companies with ‘social values’ with which they can identify. 
 
Maturing research into philanthropy and the role of business in society 
 
In Australia over the last five years there is evidence of a more mature academic 
discourse about, and practical research into, philanthropy, both individual and corporate.  
As Professor David Birch of Deakin University and Melbourne’s Corporate Citizenship 
Alliance recently pointed out in a letter to The Australian Financial Review, this research is 
attempting to “ . . . more fully understanding the role of business in society — not simply 
as an expression of corporate philanthropy, but as a significant means of understanding 
business as a social enterprise.”18
 
 
Universities have been key contributors to this trend: the Centre for Australian Community 
Organisations and Management at the University of Technology Sydney, one of the 
earliest in the field; the Corporate Citizenship Research Unit set up in late 1997 at Deakin 
University, which organised a key corporate citizenship conference in 1998 and has been 
heavily involved with leading businesses in the Corporate Citizenship Alliance set up in 
Melbourne in 1999; the Corporate Citizenship and Reputational Value Project at the 
University of South Australia initiated in 1999; as well as the ten years of work by 
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Queensland University of Technology’s Centre on Nonprofit Corporations, and 
philanthropy research funded by QUT’s School of Marketing and International Business. 
 
The research and lobbying work of Philanthropy Australia (formerly the Australian 
Association of Philanthropy Inc.), has contributed to a greater profile for philanthropy in 
Australia.  As well, some of the big professional service consultancies with corporate 
advisory roles are investing substantially in providing quality research for corporates 
interested in focusing on issues of sustainability, social responsibility and ethical business 
practice.  In mid-1999 KPMG appointed Ms Attracta Lagan, formerly director of consulting 
services of the well-regarded St James Ethics Centre to head up its inaugural Ethics & 
Integrity Services practice in Australia.  PriceWaterhouseCoopers advertises its expertise 
in customer relationship marketing to corporates aware of the big attitudinal shifts among 
their more lucrative customers in the upper socio-demographic segments towards 
companies which demonstrate solid ethical practices and community involvement.  The 
growth of specialised consultancies in cause-related marketing, now the fastest growing 
segment in advertising and brand management, reflects this increased corporate 
awareness of ‘values-based purchasing’.   However, nonprofits which focus too narrowly 
on short-term corporate linkages rather than on long-term strategic alliances, risk negative 
backlash from increasingly cynical consumers.  Similarly, corporates which adopt only 
narrow short-term cause-related marketing campaigns, with a bottom-line objective 
measured only in weeks or months, will fail to achieve real outcomes of sustainability for 
their companies over business horizons that should be measured in five, ten or even 
twenty year periods.  
 
Key Trends In Australian Philanthropy and Fundraising Over The Last Five Years 
 
The historical absence of major individual philanthropy in Australia has been a cause for 
concern to both the nonprofit sector and government.  While education, the arts, medical 
research and charities in the United States have benefited from the philanthropic gifts of 
individuals, Australia has had to depend on government support, corporate partners, small 
foundations and the public.  The following key statistics quoted by the recent Nugent 
enquiry into the major performing arts in Australia19
 
 highlight the developing concentration 
of wealth in Australia, and the challenge which this presents, not just to the arts, but to the 
whole fundraising sector in Australia:  
• the top 20% of Australian earners account for 47.5% of the nation’s income20
• the richest 10% of families own almost half of Australia’s private wealth
 
21
 
 
Combined with the frequently observed phenomenon of a coming intergenerational wealth 
transfer in Australia as our population ages, especially among many postwar immigrant 
families who have been highly successful in business, this is a scenario which offers 
opportunities for creating a culture of giving in Australia.  
 
All fundraisers know of the importance of the ‘challenge gift’.  The example set by these 
business families — people like Richard Pratt, Lottie and Victor Smorgon, or John 
Saunders — is starting to be imitated.  A few weeks ago it was reported in the national 
press that the National Portrait Gallery in Canberra had acquired the John Webber portrait 
of Captain James Cook, valued at over $5.3 million.  Of that amount, $2.8 million came 
from the Federal government and the balance came from private philanthropy in the form 
of two donations each of $1.25 million from businessman Robert Oatley, whose family 
owns Rosemount Estate Winery, and Mr John Schaeffer, who is associated with cleaning 
and security company Tempo Services.  The gallery’s director, Andrew Sayers, described 
the acquisition of this iconic Cook portrait as “a defining moment for the portrait gallery.”22
 
  
It is also a defining moment for private philanthropy in Australia, illustrating the increased 
incidence of the major gift from lesser known individual donors. 
Fundraisers will also be closely monitoring the new tax incentives for philanthropy 
introduced by the Federal government: 
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• income tax deductibility for donations of assets, such as real estate, with a 
market value of more than $5,000, regardless of when the asset was 
acquired by the donor; 
 
• the removal of capital gains tax on bequests to charitable organisations 
and institutions; and 
 
• the establishment of a new category of private foundations with tax 
deductibility status.23
 
 
The Department of Family and Community Services funded a study by the Centre for 
Corporate Public Affairs and the Business Council of Australia which resulted in the report 
Corporate Community Involvement – Establishing a Business Case (2000).  This 
document, through case study and corporate analysis presents a worthy argument for 
measuring the impact of corporate activity in the community. 
 
The business case for support of the arts has also been given impetus by the launch this 
month of the Australia Business Arts Foundation — the latest, and perhaps not the last, 
metamorphosis of the Australia Foundation for Culture and the Humanities — with 
chapters in each state to create a firm platform to increase corporate arts philanthropy.  
 
The past five years in Australia have seen philanthropy and fundraising initiatives by 
nonprofit organisations move much more towards the development of focused programs 
with business relevance.  These programs are business driven in the sense that money or 
in-kind gifts or expertise or staff involvement is given for a significant business reason, 
with measurable inputs, and board and shareholder expectation of verifiable, measurable 
outputs.   
 
Outcomes — the pre-eminent measure of performance in the business world — are 
increasingly being closely monitored by boards to measure the value and effectiveness of 
their corporate giving programs.  If the outcomes — in terms of profitability, public 
perception, consumer preference or competitive advantage — are sufficiently 
demonstrated, then some boards are showing a willingness to commit extensive 
resources to large, well-resourced corporate charitable foundations, such as the AMP 
Foundation and the St George Foundation.  Both of these companies have embarked on 
a board-directed business strategy which until recent years was highly unusual in 
Australia: a carefully crafted marketing campaign to advertise their altruism.  In this they 
have followed leads set by major UK corporates like BP Amoco and British Telecom (now 
BT) with their glossy advertisements of their altruism in magazines like The Spectator.  
AMP’s public profile, though dented in part by recent board tribulations, owes much to the 
foresight of the former chief financial officer and current managing director, Paul 
Batchelor, who was largely responsible for driving the business strategy of creating the 
AMP Foundation. 
 
Board performance and leadership give direction and vision to an organisation.  In 1995 
the Enterprising Nation report from the Industry Taskforce on Leadership and 
Management Skills — the Karpin Report — identified deficiencies among Australian 
managers in such essential leadership qualities as vision, decisiveness, teamwork and 
self-confidence.  Since then, philanthropy in Australia, both individual and corporate, is 
increasingly flowing to programs which inculcate qualities of leadership, build ethical 
values in business, and aim to develop confidence and business skills, as well as an ethic 
of community service.  Such programs include the Williamson Community Leadership 
Program (now after its first decade being re-positioned and re-badged as Leadership 
Victoria), and Sydney Leadership, a program funded by the Benevolent Society of NSW, 
while Johnson & Johnson’s New Leaders’ Forum focuses on youth leadership training. 
 
Leaders empower others with their vision, creating a collectivity in the organisation.  This 
is enriched through engagement of volunteers, particularly corporate volunteers.  The 
case for including volunteering into corporate giving programs is usually made only if it 
demonstrates economic benefits to the company such as profitability or employee morale.  
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A survey undertaken in 1993 by IBM and the Graduate School of Business at Columbia 
University in the United States showed a clear link between volunteerism and return on 
assets, return on investment and employee productivity.24
 
   
In recent years, the National CommunityLink program, developed by the National 
Australia Bank since 1996, has focused upon volunteerism programs that are directed at 
enhancing the bank’s reputational value in the community.  This comprehensive program, 
whereby the bank promotes, publicises and acknowledges, through awards, the 
community service work of many voluntary community organisations, is not directed at the 
bank’s own staff as volunteers. Instead the program appears to be directed at the bank’s 
customers, with the objective of enhancing the bank’s image in the community in a climate 
of widespread anti-bank sentiment and rural bank closures. 
On the other hand, companies that invest in their own staff’s involvement in volunteering 
programs, such as Westpac’s Community 2000 program which links staff with nonprofit 
organisations in their area, and Optus’ encouragement of its staff members’ participation 
in the Starlight Foundation activity rooms for children in public hospitals, measure the 
benefits they reap from such investment input in terms of enhanced customer loyalty, and 
output benefits in terms of improved employee morale. 
 
Marketshare is leveraged by the ‘good work’ the corporate does.  Companies like Esprit 
and The Body Shop have long been pace-setters in social responsibility programs in 
Australia.  More recently other corporates have been targeted by the Australian Youth 
Foundation’s initiatives25
 
 to encourage support for similar kinds of youth suicide, 
homelessness and juvenile justice programs that these companies have traditionally 
supported.   Such programs can be identified either as “social marketing” or “corporate 
social investment” — depending upon whether a company envisages their support as an 
element of their marketing budget, or an investment in corporate positioning.  This kind of 
promotion of community and business partnerships to address Australia’s most urgent 
social issues grows directly out of recent Howard Government initiatives to stimulate 
corporate philanthropy which flowed from the Prime Minister’s Business and Community 
Round Table, held in March 1998, and the Prime Minister’s Awards for Excellence in 
Business and Community Partnerships established in the same year to stimulate a 
‘culture of giving’ in the corporate world in Australia through community recognition. 
Corporations survive by astute strategic planning.  The nonprofit sector operates in the 
same environment and must set strategic plans that mirror corporate goals and 
objectives.  The need for the nonprofit sector to engage in predictability forecasting to 
build viable philanthropic partnerships is well illustrated by recent changes of direction by 
a major Australian corporate. Australia’s largest wine producer Southcorp has just 
negotiated a new and unlikely alliance with green politics, so often anathema to big 
business.   Southcorp announced in July 2000 that it would redirect about 70 per cent of 
its total sponsorship budget away from its longtime corporate philanthropic favourites, 
sport and the arts (its previous support went to the Australian Dance Theatre and the 
Barossa Music Festival), in favour of a new six-figure sponsorship of the Australian 
Conservation Foundation (ACF).   Southcorp, which has major interests in wine 
production in areas of Australia at increasing threat from rising salinity levels, will work 
with ACF’s salinity experts to improve the company’s water management systems to 
overcome the devastating impact of land salination. 
 
At the announcement of Southcorp’s new strategic alliance, Southcorp chief executive 
Graham Kraehe highlighted the sustainability and ecological modernisation agendas 
driving Southcorp’s new partnership: 
 
Left unchecked I think salinity will seriously threaten the social and 
commercial infrastructure of this country in our lifetime but this 
(partnership) is not about dollars.  This is not a commercial venture we 
are looking to be a good corporate citizen.26
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At the same time the ACF’s president, rock star Peter Garrett, highlighted how this 
unprecedented partnership between conservationists and big business was setting new 
agendas in corporate partnering with nonprofits: 
 
But it’s obviously a time for strange alliances, and constructive ones . . . 
The fact that ACF and Southcorp are here today, I think, is stark 
evidence that salinity has emerged from the bush and crept into the 
boardroom and out into the streets.27
 
 
If there is one lesson for those in the nonprofit sector from this example of corporate 
philanthropy, it is that they must be more attuned to thinking strategically, as business 
does, and develop a better capability to foresee trends in business thinking and planning 
and to anticipate the business environment in which they are embedded, in order to 
capitalise better on opportunities created by change. 
This summary of recent trends in fundraising and philanthropy in Australia has been 
presented to identify a set of key indicators for measuring growth and effectiveness in the 
nonprofit sector.  They are the role of the Board, the nature of leadership, the role of 
volunteers, the marketing orientation of the organisation, and the strategic planning in the 
organisation.  These are now aligned with a proposed productivity paradigm for nonprofit 
organisation. 
 
The productivity paradigm 
 
Productivity involves the production of goods and services which have an exchangeable 
value28
 
 which means that the outputs are a measure of the value of the inputs.  In the 
nonprofit sector, therefore, productivity is the measurement of the value of the donations 
as well as the human and organisational resources and any other investments put into the 
nonprofit organisation and its fundraising campaigns against the financial return, 
volunteer participation, services and achievement of desired outcomes.  In the current 
environment there is pressure on nonprofit managers to increase productivity.  Inputs are 
not just financial resources.  Inputs include the value of the Board in the organisation, the 
service of the volunteers and members, the quality of the campaigns developed to raise 
funds, the market positioning and geographic location of the organisation, the investment 
by governments and corporations and individuals, the management and leadership of the 
organisation, and the strength of corporate objectives and plans. 
Productivity is determined by measuring the performance of inputs and outputs.  Such 
performance indicators can be set by each organisation as targets for knowing the 
actions or tactics of a business or strategic plan, or campaign plan have been met.  
These performance indicators may be unique to that organisation or they may be built 
around benchmarks for the sector.  There are six types of performance indicators:  
workload or demand indicators, economy indicators, sources of funds, efficiency 
indicators, output indicators and outcome indicators.  While efficiency indicators measure 
the output according to the input cost of the activity, effectiveness indicators assess 
whether the goals have been achieved, that is, the quality of the service and the levels of 
customer (donor and client) satisfaction.  Inputs may be capital, workforce, location, 
market positioning, strategic plan, mission and policies; outputs may be number of 
donors, volunteers, size of donations, commercial income, number of services; and 
outcomes are the affects on the stakeholders such as satisfaction and repeat giving, 
quality of services and attitudes of the public to the organisation and its cause.  Inputs are 
measured through review, reports and records.  Outputs are measured both quantitatively 
and qualitatively and are directly relative to the inputs.  For example the capital, training 
and workforce can influence the quality of the campaign and thereby numbers of donors 
and financial return.  The outcome is measured through market research techniques 
(surveys, focus groups, interviews) and quantity and quality of client service.  It is 
generally a qualitative assessment of achievement of mission and goals. 
 
 
 Inputs Outputs Outcome 
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While the nonprofit sector is replicating corporate business practice in the use of 
performance indicators to measure the effectiveness of service and of fundraising, the 
corporate sector is establishing benchmarks and measurement of inputs and outputs to 
establish the effectiveness of its corporate social responsibility in philanthropy.  Amanda 
Jordan, Head of Public Affairs for NatWest, in a seminar given to the Centre of 
Philanthropy29
 
 describes the value of measurement of community involvement to that 
organisation and the effectiveness of management of their investments.  Jordan states 
the value of measurement as: 
 accurate figures for contributions 
 promotes efficient use of resources 
 justifies the function of the business 
 creates access to new resources (time, in-kind) 
 improves reporting 
 
For a nonprofit organisation wishing to establish performance indicators for fundraising, 
James M. Greenfield in Fundraising Cost Effectiveness  has developed a nine-point 
performance index.  Greenfield acknowledges that comparison between nonprofit 
organisations and their fundraising campaigns is inappropriate.  However utilising 
measurements for internal comparison and improvements can achieve “higher levels of 
productivity and profitability with reliability”.30
 
  The nine-point performance index provides 
a uniform grid for each fundraising method or campaign within the organisation.  Three 
data sets – number of participants, income received, and expenses – are gathered to 
calculate the remaining index points – percent participation, average gift size, average 
cost per gift, cost of fundraising and return.  Then, in order to measure overall productivity 
a summary analysis addressing effectiveness, efficiency, productivity, profitability and 
predictability must be developed.  Effectiveness is the achievement of the goals of the 
activity (size of donations against a new donor segment or new motivation tool).  
Efficiency measures evaluate the quality of the work, such as the checks and controls 
developed to reduce costs to achieve a greater result.  Productivity involves a cost benefit 
analysis, where cost may be in planning, timing and service.  Profitability is essentially the 
net revenue of each fundraising campaign or program after expenses are subtracted.  
Profitability may also be the benefits provided for the community.  These four goals of 
evaluation, effectiveness, efficiency, productivity and profitability, provide trends over time 
and can be used to develop a predictability matrix for nonprofit organisations involved in 
fundraising and philanthropy. 
This is the ‘predictability forecasting’ referred to earlier in the paper.  Where this research 
differs from others promoting performance measurement in the nonprofit sector, is the 
inclusion of qualitative inputs that can provide value in the nonprofit organisation and 
contribute to quantitative outputs. 
 
For example, the role of the Board in achieving targets of donor identification or numbers 
and consequent donations, should be valued.  This value may be quantitative or 
measured on a scale of low to high performance.  similarly leadership and volunteer 
participation, should be valued as inputs having an impact on the campaign’s 
effectiveness.  Other inputs which can affect the outputs are the market positioning of the 
organisation, the computer support systems, the strength of the strategic plan. 
 
The following figure illustrates this Productivity Paradigm. 
 
 
 
 
 Resources Productivity Sustainability 
 
The Productivity Paradigm for Nonprofit Organisations 
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Conclusion 
 
Some nonprofit organisations will have difficulty measuring board performance, 
leadership and strategic planning, or even securing the stewardship and direction that 
these provide for an organisation.  These organisations will therefore be unable to engage 
donors in their cause in this competitive contemporary environment.  Fundraising 
effectiveness is no longer about the nature of the cause or the popularity of the 
organisation.  Fundraising and philanthropy have shifted in ‘best practice’ to the 
identification of performance indicators that measure inputs as well as outputs.  As 
corporations and donors are reassessing their social responsibility and finding ways to 
measure their needs and values, the nonprofit sector must engage in research and 
demonstrate through practice that it too can rigorously measure its goals and its work in 
contributing to a healthy and enriched society. 
 
 
 Board performance 
 Leadership 
 Market positioning 
 Volunteers 
 Strategic plan/ 
corporate objectives 
 Financial reserves/ 
resources 
 The Cause and the 
Case 
 Donors/donations 
 Quality of service 
 Entrepreneurial 
activity 
 Engagement of 
workforce 
 Engagement of 
volunteers 
 Increased awareness 
and participation by 
community and 
business 
 Efficiency 
 Productivity 
 
 
 
 Sustainability 
 Achievement of 
goals 
(Enriched & 
healthy society) 
Inputs Outputs Outcome 
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